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SUMMARY 

Hydrological modeling of the river network and runoff parameters for the Prut River basin 
within the Ivano-Frankivsk region using SAGA GIS was performed. The geomorphological 
parameters of the basin (slope angles, slope exposure) were determined. A map of runoff 
accumulation and maps of stream segments (watercourses) were constructed. Modeling of the 
time of surface runoff water reaching the closing structure for a separate basin within the Prut 
river basin was carried out. The obtained map makes it possible to estimate the time of arrival 
of water to the point of the closing structure. For a given flow accumulation time of 300 
minutes, the run-up time varies within 40-280 minutes.  
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Introduction 
 
Assessment and monitoring of hydrological parameters of watersheds in recent years has gained 
particular importance considering the processes of global climate change and the large number of 
natural phenomena that they cause. The use of geographic information systems (GIS) in the 
management of water resources gives a significant advantage for operational modeling of the main 
hydrological indicators. Hydrological modeling tools are implemented in many GIS applications. On 
the basis of modern GIS technologies, systems for monitoring and forecasting floods and associated 
dangerous geological processes - mudflows, landslides, river erosion phenomena - work 
(Kasiyanchuk at al., 2015; Podholov at al., 2017; Trevoho at al., 2021). 
The purpose of this work is to model surface runoff processes for the Prut River basin within the 
territory of the Ivano-Frankivsk region based on a digital terrain model using hydrological modeling 
modules in geoinformation systems. The hydrological parameters of the runoff, which are obtained 
using the methods of geoinformation modeling based on the digital model of the terrain, are the basis 
for forecasting floods. 
 
Method and Theory 
 
In hydrological modeling, the process of structural division of the territory into hydrological units 
using digital relief models, as well as the calculation of parameters of hydrological units, is of great 
importance. In the environment of geoinformation systems, the construction of digital relief models is 
carried out with the calculation of slopes, exposures, relief shadowing, flow directions, flow 
accumulation and drainage (calculated river network), etc. (Shevchuk at al., 2021; Fedoniuk at al., 
2020). 
Spatial schematization of the basin is the initial stage of hydrological modeling and precedes the 
estimation of model parameters. This task is solved, as a rule, by means of GIS technologies, which 
are an indispensable tool for spatio-temporal modeling of spatial objects and phenomena (Kuzmenko 
at al., 2011; 2012; Davybida at al., 2021), based on DEM, soil and landscape maps different scales, 
space survey data and their processing products. 
Any hydrological model in one way or another schematizes the river basin. The choice of 
schematization method determines the structure of the model and depends on the approaches used to 
describe the flow formation process. Schematization is carried out by dividing the catchment into 
slopes along which water flows to the estimated sections of the river network. The result of 
hydrological modeling is the structural division of the territory into catchments of various orders, as 
well as the structure of the river network itself. In most modern flow models, they are calculated using 
GIS technologies based on DEM. Appropriate tools that allow you to determine the direction of water 
movement on the surface of the slopes, create a model of the river network, and highlight watersheds 
of various orders are implemented in most modern GIS packages. Some hydrological models have 
their own tools for performing these operations. 
Hydrological GIS modules allow modeling of runoff parameters, but the main condition for 
calculations is the construction of layers of catchment basins and watercourses. For these tasks, there 
are corresponding functions in the Hydrology modules in various GIS. In particular, in GRASS GIS 
this is the r.watershed function, similar functions are also present in SAGA GIS and ArcGIS. The 
r.watershed function uses such an algorithm. Flow accumulation is calculated by taking into account 
the number of cells in the height grid through which the conditional flow passes, which indirectly 
transfers the water flow through the landscape 
 
Results 
 
The initial data for hydrological modeling of surface runoff processes for the territory of Ivano-
Frankivsk region is a digital terrain model obtained from SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) 
data in the form of a raster file with a digital terrain model. The r.watershed function in GRASS GIS 
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was used to schematize watersheds. The result of the execution of this function, in addition to the 
actual allocation of watersheds, is also raster layers: flow directions, stream segments, half-basins.  
After applying the r.watershed function and setting the minimum number of raster cells for the 
selection of the watershed to 10000, we will allocate subwatersheds for the Prut River basin within the 
territory of the Ivano-Frankivsk region. The resulting raster layers of river basins and water streams 
were converted into vector format using the r.to.vec function in GRASS GIS. (Fig. 1). 
 

streams 

boundaries of the Prut river 
catchment in the Ivano-Frankivsk region
sub-watersheds 

Legend

 
 

Figure 1 Modeled watersheds and water streams for the basin of the Prut River within the Ivano-
Frankivsk region 

 
  
Flow accumulation was also estimated. The resulting flow accumulation map contains the absolute 
value of the amount of surface flow that passes through each cell of the DEM raster. To calculate flow 
accumulation and calculation of flow catch-up time, we will use the toolkit of hydrological and 
geomorphological modeling of the geoinformation system SAGA (System for Automated 
Geoscientific Analyses). A network of channels (watercourses) for the Prut river basin was also 
determined using the Channel network function. As a result of this function, a raster file and a vector 
file (shape) are created. Next, we will apply the Unslope area function, which in interactive mode 
allows you to obtain the contour of the pool for a certain point of leakage in the creation of the 
watercourse. In order to demonstrate its work, we chose a site (Fig. 2) in the western part of the Prut 
river basin, for which the contour of the basin was isolated. 
We will perform vectorization of the resulting pool using the Vectorising Grid classes function - the 
result and dialog box in fig. 3. 
Next, we will apply the Unslope area function, which in interactive mode allows you to obtain the 
contour of the pool for a certain point of leakage in the creation of the watercourse. In order to 
demonstrate the work, we chose a site in the western part of the Prut river basin, for which the contour 
of the basin was isolated. Next, for the selected pool, we will calculate the time it takes for the surface 
runoff water to reach the closing structure. Figure 3 shows a map of surface runoff water reaching the 
closing structure calculated by the Isochrones Constant Speed (interactive) method for a given runoff 
accumulation time of 300 min (5 h). The constructed maps allow us to estimate the time it takes the 
surface flow, which is formed during precipitation, to reach the point of the closing structure. 
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Figure 2 Map of the network of watercourses of the Prut river basin within Ivano-Frankivsk region 
 

 
  

Figure 3 Time map of surface runoff reaching the final point of the catchment 
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Conclusions 

Hydrological modeling of the river network and runoff parameters for the Prut River basin within the 
Ivano-Frankivsk region using SAGA GIS was performed. The geomorphological parameters of the 
basin (slope angles, slope exposure) were determined. A map of runoff accumulation and maps of 
stream segments (watercourses) were constructed. It should be noted that an important factor in the 
quality of the conducted hydrological modeling is the resolution of the original digital relief model 
and the correspondingly obtained raster surface of runoff accumulation. Modeling of the time of 
surface runoff water reaching the closing structure for a separate basin within the Prut river basin was 
carried out. The obtained map makes it possible to estimate the time of arrival of water to the point of 
the closing structure. For a given flow accumulation time of 300 minutes, the run-up time varies 
within 40-280 minutes. 
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